
 

Dear Executive Board, 
 
This memo discusses the need for the Constituent Outreach Policy and why the Vlog Policy should 
be rescinded.  
 
Background 
 
Constituent outreach is a vital part of being an SRA member. The average student needs to be 
kept informed of happenings within the MSU as they are affected by them but with over 22 000 
students that can be a challenge. The SRA needs to be actively involved in outreach but that was 
difficult with no formally defined methods. My hope for this policy is it will increase outreach to 
increase MSU knowledge among the general student population as well as ensure students know 
the SRA does care about them and are available to act as resources. The way it accomplishes this 
is by setting parameters for outreach hours (formerly called office hours) as well as defining the 
production of Maroon Minutes. The two styles of outreach, active and in person vs passive and 
online, should appeal to different people and maximize outreach.  
 
Vlogs were a valiant attempt at a fun outreach method but they were ultimately deemed too much 
of a hassle and not effective enough to mandate, as demonstrated by the fact that we are already 
violating this policy by not having produced an introductory vlog during summer training which is 
mandated in 1.3.3 section 3.1.1. The purpose of the Vlog Policy would also greatly overlap with the 
Constituent Outreach Policy but the Constituent Outreach Policy would be more effective. The Vlog 
Policy states its purpose as “To outline the process of creating an SRA Vlog and criteria that 
should be met for SRA Vlogs and their distribution, so as to encourage the communication of 
pertinent SRA information by caucuses to their constituents” but all pertinent communication can 
much more easily be expressed in Maroon Minutes and communication is better accomplished 
though actual interaction such as in email or outreach hours.  
 
The remediation meetings with the Speaker should an SRA member be absent for three Outreach 
Hours per term or fail to adequately contribute to their Maroon Minutes document are a new 
addition. The reason for this addition is many SRA members who read the policy expressed that 
there should be some sort of consequence for failing to perform so as to keep the pressure on 
members to be accountable. Because SRA members are only human, I felt a remediation meeting 
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was the best path to take as opposed to a defined punishment so the Speaker and member (or 
members) can discuss the reason behind their failure and find a solution to the problem that works 
for everyone. The only defined punishment is the Speaker has the authority to sign a member up to 
work on another Maroon Minutes document if they fail to adequately complete their work after the 
remediation meeting. I felt this was fair seeing as how everyone has to work on at least one 
document, the key word being work.  
 
Proposed Operating Policy 1.3.3 – Constituent Outreach  
 
Outreach Hours Summary 
 
The reason we decided on the renaming is the SRA no longer has an office designated for student 
interaction. This way the name better reflects what should be happening and sounds less stuffy. To 
summarize, every SRA will select an hour of their free time each week to designate as their 
outreach hour. They are also to pick a location for this hour that everyone in their faculty can easily 
access. After choosing the time and location they will report it to the caucus leader who then 
reports all their caucus members’ hours to the Speaker. The Speaker then creates a master 
schedule to be posted online. Guidelines for what should happen if you cannot make your outreach 
hour are built into the policy as well as guidelines for promotion and consequences for repeated 
session absences.  
 
Maroon Minutes Summary 
 
Maroon Minutes were a project of the science caucus last year. They were well received and quite 
successful so I felt they should be officiated through policy and the responsibility should be diffused 
through the entire SRA so as to spread the work around. The Speaker will release a list with all the 
dates of SRA meetings throughout the year and SRA members will sign up to work on a document 
with one or two other members. They then send it off to the administrative assistants for review and 
approval before distributing it to the SRA and Communications Officer for posting online. The 
process for approval complete with timeframes is built into the policy as well as the consequences 
for failing to adequately contribute.  
 
Closing 
 
I hope you have all taken the time to read this policy and give it thought as it has taken months to 
reach the stage it is at now. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. I can 
be reached at sraops@msu.mcmaster.ca, (647) 967 – 8631, or would be happy to meet with you at 
your request. My committee, SRA members, and even faculty society presidents all gave it positive 
reviews. Let’s make this happen! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miranda Clayton 
Operations Commissioner 
McMaster Students Union 
sraops@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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